ABSTRACT. It is proved that every morphism of a curve with an involution into an Abelian variety, anticommuting with the involution, factors through the associated Prym variety. This result is used to show that Jacobians of curves of genus five arise as Prym varieties associated to a certain class of curves.
lattice in F. Then tt^X) = HxiX,Z)=V and H*iX, Z) = Hom(AK, Z); where A V is the exterior algebra generated by V over Z.
Let S be a theta-divisor on X. 2 is called principal if the complete linear series of 2 is one-dimensional, i.e., if 121 = dim H°iOx(Z)) = 1. X together with a principal theta-divisor 2 is called a principally polarized Abelian variety. X = ?ic°iX) is called the dual variety. A polarization 2 of X induces a homomorphism X£ : X -► X defined by Xr(;c) = 7^(2) -2, where Tx is the translation by x. It is known that if 2 is principal, then X2 is an isomorphism and 2 -X£(2) is a principal theta-divisor on X [Ml] .
There exists a positive definite Hermitian form // = 4> + i\p on F such that the restriction of i// to V A Fis integer-valued and a map a: V-*■ S1, the unit circle, such that aiux + u2) = a(«x)a(M2) exp mi>iux, u2) with the property that 2 is the divisor of zeros at the theta function 0(z) with the periodicity relations 0(z + u) = a(«)exp tt(//(z, u) + !4/Y(u, u))diz) for all zEE, u E F (ibid.) .
Note that tf> E Hom(A2K, Z) = //2(X, Z). It is known from topology that \p is the Poincaré dual of 2, i.e., \¡i n iX) = [2] EH2 _2(X, Z), where iX) is the orientation class of X and [2] is the homology class represented by where Hl>(X) = KHl'°(X) ®c h'H°'l(X).
Let {c¿>¡, rt¿},i-I,... ,#,be the basis of //'(X Z) dual to a symplectic basis B of X. We can choose a>;. G //1>0(Z). Then //'''(X) has a basis {cofcl A ... A"*,. ®"i,A<3/2 A.--AWl>,ft, <k2<---<k¡,lx </2<---<//.
(1.
2) It follows that £' = 7/1'0(Z) and *»-ft^î/«<•->«A* Also, ¿ = 2f=1 w. ® Z3t G ^«»(Jf) n //2(JT, Z) (compare [Ml] , [CG] ).
If E = £(1) © £(2) is a direct sum decomposition such that Ia0 = £(0 O Fis a lattice in E1'* for i = 1, 2; V= F*1* © F<2) and /T(1) 1 £<2) (i.e., #(a, J3) = 0 Va G £<*>, ß G £-(2>), then X has a decomposition X = X(I) x X^ such that H^ = H\E^ is a positive definite Hermitian form on Eî nducing a principal polarization 2(,) on X(i) = £W/KW.
Then 2 = *(1) x 2,(2) + 2(i) x x(2) ¡s reducibie unjess £•(!) or ¿-(2) is triviai [CG] . we have the matrix M% (incl) which is left-invertible over Z. This happens if and only if Mj (incl) has an n x n unimodular minor, where n = rk V1.
2. Jacobi varieties and Prym varieties. Let it: C -► C be an unramified two-sheeted covering of a smooth complete algebraic curve C of positive genus g.
Let t: C -► C be the deck transformation of it and let tt*: J(C) -► JiC), Nm: J(C) -+ J(C) and i : J(C) -► J(C) be the induced homomorphisms of Jacobi varieties.
J(Q = Z/'1'0(C)*///1(C, Z) is a ^-dimensional complex torus with principal polarization 0 given by the Riemann's theta function 0(Z). The Poincaré dual of 0 is the intersection pairing on C < , >: HxiC Z) AHxiC,Z)-+ Z. HxiC Z) has a canonical basis B = [y¡, 6,.}, i<g, such that (yt, 5-> = 6ijt (y¡, y/> = v5f, S;-> = 0. Thus B is a symplectic basis of J(C). Note that the intersection pairing is represented in the basis B by the matrix [_ Xd ™g ], and is therefore unimodular. If we extend the form < , > to //1,0(C)* by F-linearity, there exists a unique positive definite Hermitian form H such that Im H = < , >. H is given by the formula /¿(a, ß) = (fa, ß) + /<a, fl>.
The homology class (l/(g--n)!) 0te~~") is represented by the image of the nth symmetric product of C under the standard map t: C -* J(C) sending F S C to fp -mod //j(C, Z), where P0 is the base point.
Similarly, //,(C, Z) has a canonical basis B = {yja\ ôja\ X, p}, i <g; a = 0, 1. i acts on Hx(c, Z) by új\a)) = y\x~a), i(0¡a)) = ô}1-^, i(X) = X and K» = p. Also, tt: //^C, Z) -► HxiC Z) sends 7Ía) to y¡, b\a) to 5, for í < 6, tt(X) -yg, 7i(p) = 2Sy.
The following properties of Nm, ir* and t follow directly from the definition:
(2.1) Nm o 7T* = 2Idj(C) and therefore Nm is surjective. (2.2) tt* o Nm = Idj^j + t. It is convenient to consider the involution induced by i on H '"(C)*. By (2.4), t has a ^-dimensional 1-eigenspace in /Z1,0(C)*. Since dim ZZ1,0(C)* = 2g -1 by Riemann-Hurwitz relation and i2 = Id, i has a -1-eigenspace F with dim E = g-1.
Let VCHxiC, Z) be the subgroup generated by C = {t}0) -y^\ 5¡0) -5/1*}, i<g. V is a free Abelian group of rank 2? -2 contained in E. As a matter of fact, V = F Pi HxiC Z) is the largest subgroup of ¿fj(C, Z) on which i acts as minus identity. Moreover, since the elements of C are linearly independent over R, F is a lattice in F. Thus E/Vis ag-1 -dimensional complex torus.
The intersection pairing on C pulls back to a bilinear form x on V such that so 1âxEH2(EjV, Z) is unimodular, and so it induces a principal polarization S of E/V such that C is a symplectic basis.
In the language of theta-divisors, the principal polarization a is given by the divisor of the theta function (0 \E)h on E/V.
(2.5) Definition. P = E/V with the principal polarization described above is called the Prym variety associated to the unramified two-sheeted covering n: C -► C.
It is clear from the construction that (2.6) P = ker Nm° = ker^^
where A denotes the connected component of A C 3(C) containing the origin. Let a : 3(C) -* P be the epimorphism given by a(x) = x -ix and let t : C -► 3(C) be the standard imbedding with the basepoint P0.
(2.7) Proposition.
a° t : C -* P is one to one unless both C and C are hyperelliptic.
Proof . 7(F) G 3(C) = Pic°(C) represents the divisor P -PQ. Thus a o T(P) = a o T(Q) implies by Abel's Theorem that P -iP = Q -uQ and therefore P + vQ = Q + iP. Since 1 has no fixed points, we have P = Q or C is hyperelliptic. It now suffices to prove that if C is hyperelliptic, then so is C. Let / be the hyperelliptic involution on C. Since / commutes with every automorphism of C, we have /t = 1/, so that / induces an involution jc on C. j has 4g = (2(2# -1) + 2) fixed points. Note that if P G C is a fixed point of/, then so is lP and n(P) is a fixed point of/c. Thus/C has at least 2g fixed points. Let k be the genus of the quotient curve C\jc. Then by RiemannHurwitz Relation, 2(2k -2) + 2g < 2g -2, so that 4k < 2 which implies k = 0.
Thus C is a two-sheeted covering of a rational curve and therefore is hyperelliptic.
3. Universal properties. Throughout this section let P be the Prym variety associated to an unramified two-sheeted covering n: C -► C of a smooth complete algebraic curve C of genus g > 0. = 0 so that t(2y) = 2y. Thus there is « G J(C) such that it* u = 2y and u E J(C) such that 2u = u. Since 2(7t* u -y) = 0, jt* v -y is an element of order two in J(C). We have a(7r* v -y) = n*v-y-in*v + ty = -(y-ty) = -aiy) = -x = x because n*v = in* v by (2.3). Let X2 denote the subgroup of elements of order 2 of the Abelian variety X. We have proved that a2 : J(C)2 -► P2 is an epimorphism.
Let x E P2 and y E J(C)2 with af» = x. Then \^(x) = y ° aiy) = 2<p(y) = <p(2y) = 0, so that i// factors through 2Idp by elementary algebra. Thus there exists a homomorphism \p: P -► X such that \jj = \¡i ° 2^ = 2Idx • j,.
We know that 2i// o a = 2<p: J(C) -* X. Therefore \b » a o 2IdJ(g:> = <p o 2Id,(g;) and so \¡i ° a = ip because 2Idj,£) is an epimorphism. Finally, ipoao't'=<pot = (¿>, as claimed.
If \¡j' is another such homomorphism, we have \¡>' ° a = ip = ty ° a: JiC) -* X. But a: J(C) -► P is onto, so that \¡j' = \¡/, proving uniqueness.
(3.2) Lemma, a ° TiC) represents the homology class i2¡ig -2)\) Ste_2) in H2iP, Z).
Proof. Let the symplectic bases B and C be as before. Then [tiC)] = X x p + 2I.a7,0[) x 8ja) by (1.1) and because [t(c)] = (1/(2*-2)!)l)(2*-2). Hence
because C is a symplectic basis of P and aX = ap = 0.
(3.3) Theorem. With the hypotheses of Proposition Í3.1), if ¡piC) represents the homology class (2/n!) 2^ iwhere dim X = n + 1), then X is isomorphic to a direct factor ofP, so that either X « P ias principally polarized Abelian varieties) or P is reducible.
Proof. \¡/: P -*-X maps a » TiC) to a cycle representing (2/n!) 2(n). Thus the induced homology homomorphism i//#: H2{P, Z) -► H2iX, Z) sends i2lig -2)!)Ste_2) to (2/n!)2(n) by Lemma (3.2). We have therefore and since homology of a torus is torsion free,
Let us compare Hermitian forms
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We have #*(«,*)= f ., "wAr? on HX'\P)
•'(l/n!)Sw HvWa, ¡¡j*ß)= ( ,.<//*aASp0
If \}j: P -* X is not onto, there exists a nonzero a EH1,0(X) such that 0*ot = 0 G ff1 '°(P). Then for every ß E H1 '°(X) we have Hs(a, ß) -HzW*a, ^*ß) = Hs(0, ß) = 0 by (3.4) which contradicts nondegeneracy of //£.
Consider now dual varieties P = Pic°(P) = Hl'°(P)lHl(P, Z) and X = H1 '''(Z)///*1 (X, Z). Recall that a principally polarized Abelian variety is isomorphic to its dual.
There is the induced monomorphism \¡i = \¡i*: X-► P. It suffices to prove that P = \¡i(X) x Y, where Y is an Abelian variety. We begin by proving that ty*(Hl(X, Z)) is a direct summand of H^P, Z). Recall that *2 = Im #s has integer values on Hl(X, Z), and similarly *s = Im H3 EH2(P, Z).
Let {a¡, /?,.}, i < n + 1, be a basis of H1 (X, Z) such that **<-«<> V = lmí(x¡nl)zín)aiAh = Sij' (a¡, aj) = *z(ßt, ßj) = 0.
{a¡, ßj is dual of a symplectic basis of X and is a symplectic basis of X.
\¡i*H\X, Z) is generated by {\¡i*at, \¡i%), i <n + 1. ¥B(ifr-*fy 0*0/) = 5í/ and *a(^*a,, y¡i*a¡) = ^z(\¡j*B¡, ^*ßj) = 0 by (3.4) so that ^ei^í^íx. Proof. It suffices to notice that the Prym variety associated to ir: C -► C is irreducible unless C is hyperelliptic. A theorem to that effect was proved by Mumford in [M2] . Since we are going to use it again, the full statement is: (3.6) Theorem (Mumford) . (3.6.1) IfCis hyperelliptic, then Pisa hyperelliptic Jacobian or a product of two such-and hence the singular locus of H has dimension g-4org-3.
(3.6.2) Ifg=3 and C is not hyperelliptic, then P is a Jacobian of a curve of genus two.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use UNIVERSAL PROPERTIES OF PRYM VARIETIES 229 (3.6.3) If g = 4 and C is not hyperelliptic, then P is a three-dimensional Jacobian. ¡2 is singular if and only if P is a hyperelliptic Jacobian. 4. Ramified coverings. Assume that rr: C -► C is a two-sheeted covering of a smooth complete algebraic curve C of genus g > 0 with 2k ramification points. If k = 1, we can construct a Prym variety associated to 7r having the universal properties analogous to (2.7), (3.1) and (3.3).
Let B = {y-, 8¡}, i<g, be a symplectic basis of 3(C). Then 3(C) has a symplectic basis B = {y<¡a), ô$a)}, i <g, a = 0,1, such that c(y\a)) = 7p ~a)X*ia)) =» SÍ1-"), irC7Ía)) = 7f, »r(5|a)) = Sf. Let F be the largest subgroup of HX(CX, Z) on which i acts as minus identity. V is generated by C = {y^ ~ 7p\ 6^°* -8/1*}. i <£• Let ¿T be the -1-eigenspace of i in H1,0(C)*. By RiemannHurwitz Relation, dim H1,0(C)* = 2?, so that dim E = g. Thus P = El V is â -dimensional complex torus. The pullback of the intersection pairing on C to P is determined by its action on C:
and all other intersections are trivial. Thus X = '/£<, > G H2(P, Z) is unimodular and therefore induces a principal polarization z.on P such that C is a symplectic basis. Also, P = Im(Idj(g(j -1), so that a = Idj^j -1: J(C) -> P is anepimorphism.
(4.1) Proposition. IfP^Q, then a° t (P)¥= a° t (Q) unless P and Q are ramification points of'it or C and Care hyperelliptic.
Proof. Let P0 and Px be the fixed points of i. As before, a ° t (P) = a o T(ô) implies that P + iQ = Q + iPby Abel's Theorem. Thus we have P = iP and Q = iß or C is hyperelliptic with the hyperelliptic involution /. Since / commutes with t, there is an induced involution jc on C. If P is a fixed point of /, then so is lP and n(P) is a fixed point of jc. Since C is of genus 2#, / has 4g + 2 fixed points and therefore jc has at least 2g + 1 fixed points. Thus, by Riemann-Hurwitz Relation, jc is a hyperelliptic involution on C.
( )We will explain these terms in §5. Proof.
[a o 7(C)] = 2 ¿ (7,<°) -7<») x (6<<» -if>) = ^y **"«) since C is a symplectic basis of P.
(4.4) Theorem. With the hypotheses of Proposition (4.2) iftáC) represents the homology class (2/n!) 2*"* in H2iX, Z), then X is isomorphic to a factor of P. When k~>2, the polarization of F induced by the intersection pairing on C is neither principal nor a multiple of one. With some additional information we can, however, construct an Abelian variety isogenous to F with a principal theta-divisor S having the desired properties.
Assume that 7r: C -» C is ramified at {F?}, 0 </ < k, a = 0, 1. Then J(C) has a symplectic basis B = {y^, 5Ía), o¡, p¡}, i <g, a = 0, 1,/ < k, such that t(7,(a)) = 7p-a), t(5ja)) = SÍ1""), t(a;) --a,, i(p¡) = -p¡, 7r(7|<a)) = y¡, 7r(SÍa)) = bj and ir(o¡) and n(Pj) are homologous to zero on C. Oj is the cycle passing through P° and Pj for / > 0 and p¡ is the complementary cycle (see figure) .
Let E be the -1 eigenspace of i in Hl'°(C)*. By Riemann-Hurwitz
Relation, dim E = g + k -1. Let F be the largest subgroup of HX(C, Z) on which i acts as minus identity. Fis the lattice in E generated by {y^ -yj1^, 5^0) -5f 1\ Oj, pj}, Kg, j <k. Let V0 C F be the subgroup generated by C0 = {y)0) -7/(1), 8,(0) -5i(1), O), 2P/.}. Then />" = £7F0 has a principal polarization S induced by the principal polarization 0 of 3(C) such that C0 is a symplectic basis of P0. As we have already remarked, P = E/V does not have such a polarization. (4.5) Definition. P0 with the principal polarization E is called the Prym variety associated to the two-sheeted covering it: C -► C with ramification points {Pf}, 0 </ < *, a = 0, 1,paired by the index/.
P0 depends on the pairing of ramification points. Since V0 C V, we have an isogeny ß : P0 -► P. Let a = Idj(Çj -i:
3(C) -* 3(C). It is easily shown that lma=?.
Let a#: HX(C, Z)-*Vbe the induced homomorphism of fundamental groups. Then Im a# C V0 and so there exists a homomorphism a : 3(C) -► P0 such that a = ß ° a. We can construct a explicitly: Let P E C and let D be a path on C such that (*) D(0) = P, D(U) = P°, and D(l -t) = iD(t).
Note that if D is another path on C satisfying (*), then D -D' E Im a# C VQ. Therefore fD -EE and a(P) = fD -mod V0 is weh defined, a is obtained from a : C -*■ P by extension to divisors on C. We have a ° t = a: C -*-P.
Note that a(P%) = cT(P¿) = 0 and for / > 0, ä(P°) = o7(Pí) = pf is a point of order two of P0.
(4.6) Proposition. IfP * Q, then a(P) ¥= a(Q) unless P = Pfand Q = Pjfor some 0<j<kor,ifk = 2,C and C are hyperelliptic.
Proof. a(P) = a(Q) implies P-iP = Q -<Q. Thus either P and Q are a pair of ramification points with the same index / or C has a hyperelliptic involution / with Ag + 2k fixed points. Again as in (2.8) and (4.1) / commutes with i and therefore induces an involution je on C. If P is a fixed point of/, then so is iP and it(P) is a fixed point of jc. Thus /c has at least 2g -\-k fixed points. Since no involution on C has more than 2g 4-2 fixed points, and since an involution with 2g + 2 fixed points is hyperelliptic, the conclusion follows. = Z«(7Ía)) xa(6Ía>) + Z«(°j) x «</>/)
since C0 is a symplectic basis of P".
(4.9) Theorem. Wiïâ rAe hypothesis of Proposition (4.7), if ¡p(C) represents the homology class (2/n\) 2^ /« H2(X, Z), //zen AT is isomorphic to a factor of P0.
In view of Lemma (4.8), the proof is identical to (3.3) and (4.4).
(4.10) Corollary.
IfP0 is irreducible, then P0 « X. If dim PQ = dim X, then P0 « X.
Curves of genus five and plane quintics. The main references for this section are [M2], [M3] and [AM].
It is well known that unramified two-sheeted coverings it: C -► C correspond to the points of 3(C)2, i.e. divisor classes D onC such that 2D = 0. Let Kc be the canonical divisor on C. Consider divisor classes U such that 2U = Kc. These "half-canonical" classes, called theta-characteristics, form a principal homogeneous space over 3(C)2. (If U is a theta-characteristic and D is a half-period, then 2(U + D) = Kc,so that U + D is a theta-characteristic and if Uv U2 are theta-characteristics, then 2(UX -U2) = 0, so that Ux -U2 is a half-period.)
Let U0 be a fixed theta-characteristic. U0 gives rise to the map e: 3(C)2 -► Z2 given by e(¿>) = dim H°iOciUQ + D)) (mod 2).
Let C be a smooth plane curve of degree five. The canonical class Kc is cut out on C by the linear series of plane quadrics. Therefore the series 0C(1), cut out on C by lines in the plane is a distinguished theta-characteristic. In the notation of Andreotti and Mayer [AM] 0C (1) is a g\. igrn is a divisor class of degree n and dimension r + 1.) The associated parity map e decomposes JiQ2 into two subsets according to whether dim Z/°(öc(l) <8>ÖC(D)) is even or odd. It is known (compare [FR] ) that there are 2^_1(2g +1) even and 2^-1(2* -1) odd half-periods.
Let 7r: C -► C be the unramified two-sheeted covering corresponding to the even half-period D. Then n satisfies one of the hypotheses of Mumford's Theorem (3.6.4.d) and therefore the singular locus of the theta-divisor S on the associated Pry m variety F is one dimensional. In fact, the singular points of S correspond to the divisors of the form it*ig\) + (F -iP) on C (compare [M2]).
(5.1) Proposition.
The singular locus of E is isomorphic to C.
Proof. In view of Proposition (2.7), we only have to prove that a nonsingular plane quintic is not hyperelliptic. Clifford's Theorem states that if there is a g^ on C, then 2r < n and 2r = n only if g£ is the canonical divisor, empty divisor or C is hypereUiptic and g" is a multiple of the g\ on C. Assume that C is a smooth plane quintic (and thus carrying a £2) which is hyperelliptic (carrying a g\). Let Dx be a divisor in g\ and ¿>2 in g\. Then an elementary calculation shows that \DX + D2\ = g*, which contradicts Clifford's Theorem.
Let T be a smooth complete nonhypereUiptic curve of genus five. Let J = J(T) be the Jacobi variety of T with the principal theta-divisor 2. 2 has one-dimensional singular locus C symmetric in J (i.e. if x G C, then so does -x) because the Riemann's theta function is even in each variable. Thus we have an involution t = -Idjjg; on C. Let C be the quotient curve. We want to examine the two-sheeted covering n: C -► C.
(5.2) Lemma. There are no triple points on 2.
Proof. By Riemann's Singularity Theorem 2 has a triple point if and only if T carries g\. By Clifford's Theorem, a nonhypereUiptic curve of genus five does not carry a g\.
Let x G C and let Qx be the tangent cone to 2 at.?} Qx translated to the origin gives rise to a quadratic hypersurface, also denoted by Qx, in F(Fj 0) = F(//°(i2p)*). Qx is singular because x is not an isolated singularity of 2 and therefore the tangent cone has Fg; x as a vertex. It is shown by Andreotti and Mayer [AM] that Qx contains the canonical image of T in PC4 -PiH°iülr)*).
universal properties of prym varieties 235 As quadrics of rank one and two are reducible and the canonical image of T is contained in no hypersurface in PC4, we have rk Qx > 3. On the other hand, singular quadrics in PC4 are of rank at most four, so that rk Qx is either three or four.
By Noether's Theorem quadrics containing the canonical image of T form a two-dimensional projective system Sr. If T is not trigonal (i.e. it does not carry a g\), there are nonsingular quadrics in Sr and the canonical image of T is a complete intersection in PC4. Let Q0, Qx, Q2 be such elements of Sr that Q0 O Qx n Q2 = T. Then every quadric Q containing T can be written as Q = foQo + hôi + h Qï for some ('o-tv h) G pc2• Therefore Q E Sr for T nontrigonal is singular if and only if f(tQ, tx, t2) = det|/0ö0 + txQx + t2Q2 | -0.
Assigning to every point x G C the tangent cone ß" gives therefore a map from C to the fifth degree projective plane curve f(t0, tx, t2) = 0. Since the Riemann's theta function is even, x and -x inC are mapped to the same point of the plane quintic. On the other hand, every quadric Q E Sr gives rise to a pair of points (x, -x) of C such that Q = Qx and x = -x if and only if rk Q = 3 (see [AM] for the proof). Therefore C = C/t is the plane quintic f(t0, tx, t2) = 0 and it: C -► C is the map described above. If T is trigonal, then C consists of two intersecting copies of T C J interchanged by i = -Idjigi. Sr contains no nonsingular quadrics and C consists of quadrics whose vertex meets the canonical image of T. It can be shown (compare [E] ) that in this case C is a plane quintic with one double point birationally equivalent to T.
If T is not trigonal, the canonical image of r does not meet the vertex of any quadric Q E Sr and the singular locus C of 2 is irreducible (viz. [AM] ).
(5.3) Proposition.
The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) C is smooth. in Sr such that r = Q0 n Qx C\Q2 and C is the zero locus of/(r0, tx, t2) -det122_o^ôi-l-Choose QQ singular. Then (1, 0, 0) G C and we shall prove that it is a singular point of C if and only if rk Q0 = 3.
Let Q¡ be given by the symmetric matrix iqkj). Let Mkj be the 4 x 4 minor complementing the ik, j) entry of the matrix 22=0 t¡Q¡. Then Ir C'o»'i.'a)° ¿ (-0k+Vk/detMJt/(r0,r1,r2). Let us examine the singularities of C. Again, Q0 is a quadric of rank at most four passing through T (i.e. containing the canonical image of T) and Qx, Q2 are elements of Sr of maximal rank (we assume that T is not trigonal). If C is a plane quintic with double points and ti: C -► C is a two-sheeted -^ -covering, let us consider the normalized two-sheeted covering n : C -► C.
(5.5) Corollary.
77ie Prym variety P associated to n is five dimensional if and only if n is ramified at all the preimages in C of nodes in C, unless T is trigonal.
Proof. Assume T is not trigonal. Then C and C are irreducible. Let k be the number of nodes of C. Then genus of C equals 6 -k and C is of genus 2(6 -k) -1 F / where 2/ is the ramification index of ti. Thus dim P = (11 -2k + 1) -(6 -*) = 5 -k + I and dim P = 5 if and only if k = I. Since the only possible ramifications are above the 2k preimages of nodes of C by (5.3), all of these points must be branchpoints of 7r.
Since the branchpoints of n (henceforth denoted by 7r) are paired by the nodes of C, we can construct the isogenous variety P0. We have the main theorem of this section.
(5.6) Theorem. For every smooth complete nonhyperelliptic curve T ft* of genus five, there exists a two-sheeted covering n: C -*■ C (possibly ramified) of a plane quintic C such that the Jacobi variety 3(T) and the Prym variety P (or P0) associated to it are isomorphic Abelian varieties.
Proof. We have constructed it: C -*■ C. Let /: C -► J (= JfT)) be the inclusion map. ip'(tP) = -<¿>'(P) and ip'(iP) = ip'(P) if and only if P is a ramification point of it. Choose a pair (P%, P¿) of ramification points such that /(i30,) = ¥>'(/>*) and let <p(P) = <ç'(P) -/(Pg). Again, <p(iP) = -tfjp) and <p(tP) = <p(P) if and only if P is a ramification point of rr. Moreover, ^(P?) = <p(PJ ) for every /, 0 </ < k. Therefore by Propositions (3.1), (4.2) and (4.7) there exists a map \Ji: -f>* ^^ ft* P -*■ 3 0//: P0 -> J if 71 is ramified) such that <p= ip o oto t (= \¡i o a o t).
LetE'd= {grdonT: r>l-\}. Eld C J and is an integral cycle. The Castelnuovo's Formula (compare [K] ) tells us that if codimension of this cycle is at least /(/ -d + g -1), then this cycle represents the homology class TTyld-d+g-l) 0<\</ (l-d+g-l+i)l By Riemann's Singularity Theorem, the singular locus of 2 equals E\. Thus C (strictly, <¿>(C)) represents the homology class _L . _L s<4) . _L S(4) 2! 3! 4!
